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About This Game

Oncoming Death is a round based game like Call of Duty.
The undead will find you.

Believe me find the way out.

-Earned points are required for the purchase of weapons and ammunition.
-Play as many rounds as possible to buy better weapons.

-Parts will help you to escape from the dark land "Circle of Death"
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I like this game. It's neato~
If you're into Bomberman, you'll like it too!
...The last boss is pretty bull-poop though.... have enjoyed so far. Not too complex. Not my cup of tea. Half of the screenshots
and video isn't even in the build I only downloaded it to try it out, and in my opinion it is not fun except for the bowling
simulator.. My Let's Play:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6_DXSlmHQ1U

Quick Impressions: Idol Hands is a God Game that features terrain deformation as a requirement for growing your village of
Furlings as well as being used offensively/defensively (whichever way works best strategically) against the opposing
God/village.

Easily the Terrain Deformation is the stand-out feature in this game and is handled remarkably well and is graphically
impressive. You'll need to use these powers to level land so that you're farmers can cultivate crops and feed your population so
that you can produce more workers (wood/metal/priests) and warriors to protect your village. As you level the land around you,
the border of your colony will slowly grow larger as your workers build new buildings automatically.

Another plus that I really enjoyed but doesn't really change much of the game was clicking on the minimap and zooming out
super far and you are presented with a landscape that is very reminiscent of the view enjoyed in Act Raiser. Again, not the
biggest thing but I really liked it.

The big negatives that I have for the game is the SUPER long mandatory tutorial sections (1+ hour(s)) and the inability to speed
up the game. Everything in the game runs at 1x speed, always. So the early part of the game is rather boring because you don't
even have all of your spells yet.

Overall though, the game is very charming and family friendly.

Recommended. The songs are good
The game is good
The enemies are hard even on normal
So yeah its a pretty challenging game but fun to play
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Not really recommended.
Story: Meh
Minigames: Annoying
Repetitive (not much dialog).
Short.. Early access... Way too early. The graphic are inconsistent. The lighting needs a lot of work. Gameplay is sketchy. Also,
what's up with the invisible walls in front of the building? If I want to go smash my face against a wall, I like to be able to lol
Seriously, I had expectations for this game, I would have liked a Indie version of Watch Dog, where terminal hacks are possible.
Even maybe a bit of programming involved.
I played it and I figure that I shouldn't have. The only people who should play this game at that moment are the developpers.
Advice to make it a great game, focus on one thing at a time, there's no point making progress in the story if the first half an
hour of playing the game feels like torture.

Ok maybe it's not fair, I have been trying to find a game that you can move like in Watch Dog( or even a mix of Assassin Creed
and GTA) and perform terminal hack like in Hacknet.

If anybody find such a game, please sign me in.
In the meantime, I will follow the game, because you never know...
With dedication and an open mind, everything is possible.

Good luck!. Hmmm....I dont think i like it. The puzzles dont interact with the music like they did in Chime.
Seems like the subtle sound effects that do happen are generic and global. At least it sounded like it to me.

Also, the music itself is not very compeling. I do not see what is so great about this version. I kind of think im getting mad about
it sucking LOL...Its like Chimes little brother and his stupid friends tried to follow but didnt get what it was all about, thus
degrading the whole genre.

I'll catch\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665im sure cause someones friend has a song on here and they are for real and
who am I to say anything. Fine, I just have different roots.

If the game was only 9.99 I'd be fine with the amateur music.

The puzzles piece sets are too large..making puzzles seem even more generic and unfocused.

The background visuals are nice but not enough to carry the games price tag.

Not worth 15, music does not sooth nor enduce theta state. It really misses the mark...disappointed.
. Worst Thing I've Every Played Requesting My Money Back. This game is awful, there is no positional awareness from anyone
anf its a complete cluster of a game that isnt worth the price tag, which is free. Youd'd litterally have to pay me to play this for
more time than I already have,. It's an interesting experience with the aditional bonus of it being free. This is a really neat
simulator. There is not a lot to do at the moment, but I am really enjoying it. If you are into this kind of stuff or liked X-files,
you will probably enjoy this. I loved the X-files and I like to think there is something else out there...or someone if you will :).
Make sure you follow the few beginner tips in the game as I did not and had a hard time at first. So I restarted and all is good
now. I recommend this sim if you get it on sale at the moment since there isn't enough content to worth full price. It is well
made though, and the graphics are very nice. I hope to see more content added in the future.
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